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No senior or task left 
behind.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:
Suzanne needs a way to stay 
focused and on top of projects. 
Unexpectedly, she is very 
isolated and loses track of time. 

OBJECTIVE

Something to help Suzanne get her tasks done on a timely basis..

Criteria..

❏ Keep her focused
❏ Keep her on task
❏ Portable- her house is big and the product will need to be carried room to room
❏ Simple to use- technology is not her strong suit, and our target audience of seniors are usually the same
❏ Non-distracting- one of Suzanne’s problems is she is easily distracted
❏ Streamlined- this will help keep the project non-distracting and simple to use

Equity..

❏ Project evens playing field by helping seniors who are often left out of technology
❏ Low cost-  4.7 million seniors are impoverished and they should have access to our product
❏ Accessible for disabled users- the audio must be loud enough for people who are hard of hearing, the screen(s) 

must be big enough for the visually impaired, and buttons must be big enough for those with lower hand-eye 
coordination to use

❏ Memory issues- adding on to making it accessible; 40% of seniors have memory problems and our product should 
help them

USER REQUIREMENTS:
❏ Could use by herself because 

she lives alone
❏ Portable because her house is 

big- small and light circuit 
and box

❏ Low cost since 4.7 million 
seniors are impoverished and 
that doesn’t even include 
those who don’t meet the 
poverty line, but still struggle 
with money- box is made 
from recycled materials, we 
use as little material as 
possible

❏ Non-distracting because she’s 
so easily distracted- simple 
design has barely any 
distractions

❏ Easy to use because our target 
audience of seniors often 
have less experience with 
technology- streamlined 
design is intuitive and takes 
barely any explanation

❏ Accessible to disabled seniors- 
the product can help those 
with mental disabilities, and 
the bigger screen and 
magnetic flaps make it easier 
for visually impaired seniors 
and those with lower 
mobility

❏ MESA requires the use of a 
microbit

We revamped our 
design and planned 
our next steps.

The current version was 
helpful to keep track of her 
tasks, but if she got 
distracted there was 
nothing to help her. For 
that reason we will add 
audio reminders. For each 
task there will be a 
different noise to help 
differentiate between 
them. We also want to add 
more spaces for tasks to 
give the user more 
options. We’d like the 
prototype to be better 
working/looking as well.

RE DESIGN (PLAN)

We had Suzanne 
use the TASK 
Counter and give 
us feedback.

She thought the idea 
was good and very 
useful. She had been 
confused before but 
the newer design 
made a lot of sense. 
She thought an 
audio reminder and 
more tasks could be 
helpful.

TEST

We used our design 
to build a circuit.

The main part of the 
working prototype is 
the microbit. It acts 
as the screen, hosts 
the code, and controls 
all the electronics. 
The circuit is housed 
in a box that had 
multiple designs, but 
finally is a recycled 
one with magnetic 
flaps for the tasks.

BUILD

We brainstormed 
many ideas and 
finally decides on 
the TASK Counter.

Some of our other 
ideas were a virtual 
game, and a robotic 
friend. A virtual 
game wasn’t 
considerate enough 
of Suzanne’s needs 
and a robotic friend 
didn’t meet enough 
of the criteria.

DESIGN

We interviewed our 
client Suzanne 
Silverstein.

We created a list of 
problems and then 
narrowed it down. 
Once we had a 
problem statement 
we created a list of 
criteria to go along 
with it.

IDENTIFYING THE 
PROBLEM

- Large screen
- Progress shown in a bar graph
- Tasks are on screen
- Buttons are used to add and 

remove tasks
- Speaker for audio reminders

- Similar designs but this one 
has more details

- Allows you to communicate 
(helping to solve another one 
of Suzanne’s problems)

- Time is shown as well 

- As we built we realized original 
design(s) had too many details

- Past designs were confusing and many 
features Suzanne wouldn't use

- Simplified circuit to microbit showing 
# of tasks left to do and light sensors to 
check the #

- Tasks were taken off the screen and 
added to whiteboard slips

- Easier to use and explain 

- Same circuit and idea but..
- Smaller box makes it even 

more portable
- Green top- green is a calming 

colour and a colour Suzanne 
likes

(No picture available)
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The amount of seniors is projected to increase. This makes our 
user population much larger, and means there will be more people 

we can help.

This is the code. The code inside of the on start block 
resets everything after the microbit turns on. The code 
inside the forever loop is what calculates the number 
of tasks. Each pin is connected to a light sensor and 
assigned a variable. Depending on the light level the 

variable has a value of 1 or 0. The variables are always 
being added together with the sum being the number 

of tasks left to do. That number is displayed on the 
microbit screen.

Conclusion
After showing Suzanne the TASK Counter, she said that 

it was functional, and fit her needs well. She suggested 
that we should add a reminder system next, with 

intervals of one hour, two hours, then three hours to 
help her prioritize the tasks. We’re also going to add 

more photoresistors so the user can add even more tasks. 
The current project is just a to-do list, but we’re going to 
add a reminder function to help Suzanne stay even more 

on task. An audio reminder would be the best option, 
because the user doesn't need to constantly be checking 

the TASK to be reminded. Suzanne found our project 
very useful as is but she is also excited to see what we do 

with it.

RESULTS
Suzanne is no longer as overwhelmed. She is able to 
get her tasks done on time and with less stress. She 

enjoys using the product and finds that it makes 
her daily life much easier. With her tasks done 

quicker she has more time to do other things and is 
happier and healthier.


